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This Is Your Immunity Support on Yoga“Yoga and physical health go beyond our moments on the
mat.” ―Morghan King, member of the US Olympic Weightlifting TeamForeword INDIES finalist in
Health (Adult Nonfiction)#1 New Release in Homeopathy and Preventive MedicineAn engaging,
easy-to-follow guide, Yoga to Support Immunity is a clear, step-by-step whole-being yoga at
home workout to help boost immune function and bring vitality to the mind and spirit. Author and
yogi, Melanie Salvatore-August, returns to give in-depth instructions for specific yoga poses and
teaches you how they can assist as immune system boosters. This motivational book outlines
the ins and outs of why yoga promotes optimal health. With the threat of pandemics and the
increasing rise of autoimmune disorders, Yoga to Support Immunity offers wholistic, self-care
driven support for optimal health. A practical guide that easily can be integrated into everyday
life, you’ll learn how the mind, body, and spirit integrate to build a healthy immune system.Give
yourself Immunity support from home. Taking control of your vitality and increasing immunity are
simple things to do at home. Whether a newcomer to the practice of yoga or a long-time yogi,
Salvatore-August encourages you to maintain a healthy lifestyle with practical exercises, daily
guidance, and uplifting insights.Open Yoga to Support Immunity, to find:Mudras, breath work,
and other instructional daily practices for an at home workoutDaily guidance, meditations, and
yogic wisdom for support and overall immunityFoundational methodologies of immune boosting
yoga with respective yoga-sequencing routines Yoga to Support Immunity is a perfect addition to
any shelf of mediation books, yoga books, or chakra books. If you enjoyed The Woman's Book of
Yoga and Health, Yoga Therapy, or Principles and Practice of Yoga in Health Care, you’ll love
Melanie Salvatore-August’s latest release.

“Yoga and physical health go beyond our moments on the mat. Melanie Salvatore-August is able
to spread her loving practice and yoga knowledge in a way that speaks to every
human.”―Morghan King, member of the US Olympic Weightlifting Team“Melanie’s clear
guidance backed up with personal experiences and the succinct writing will serve as a solid
foundation for readers and practitioners to get in touch with their body and explore a practice
that is complete, effective, and approachable.”―Indu Arora, teacher and author of Yoga: Ancient
Heritage, Tomorrow’s Vision“This excellent book is not only a welcome addition to our patient
wellness portfolio, but is also a wonderful confirmation that our vision of the slow-flow practice
for the future is on the right track.”―Dr. Ali Sadrieh founder/surgeon at EVO Advanced Foot
Surgery“This book is for anyone who wants to lovingly, persistently, and mindfully step forward
into their best life. While Yoga to Support Immunity is certainly a powerful resource for wellness,
recovery, and health, it is also a whole-life and spirit-awakening that supports seekers to shine
the light of their awareness into the nooks and crannies of daily living. Melanie Salvatore-August



irresistibly beckons you to make the practical real-life changes that will nourish your body and
soul.”―Rachel Scott, MSc, MFA, E-RYT 500, YACEP, author, yoga teacher, and educational
expert“Melanie Salvatore-August offers us a widening view of what it means to be resilient and
well by bolstering our immunity―physically, emotionally, mentally, and spiritually. Her program in
Yoga to Support Immunity brings the ancient healing art of yoga to help us meet today’s complex
challenges by supporting our own innate healing powers and expanding our well-being.”―Jillian
Pransky, author of Deep Listening: A Healing Practice to Calm Your Body, Clear Your Mind, and
Open Your Heart“At a time when strong immune systems and optimal health are needed more
than ever, along comes the clear and compassionate voice of Melanie Salvatore-August in her
newest book, Yoga to Support Immunity. With simple, step-by-step instructions, the author leads
her readers toward small, daily choices which improve immune function and cultivate whole
body health. A brilliantly designed guide to vitality and resilience through yoga!”―Darnell Cox,
MA, RYT, holistic nutritionist and health coach“Yoga to Support Immunity is a meditative guide to
ease chronic stress, calm the nervous system, and heal the body. Melanie Salvatore-August
offers a generous and grounded approach to yoga at its best―a steady, reliable reinforcement
for holistic health and vitality, body and mind.”―Sarah Hays Coomer, NBC-HWC, NSCA-CPT,
author of The Habit Trip, Physical Disobedience, and Lightness of Body and Mind“A delightful
guide for exploring the benefits of yoga as a path to being healthy, whole, and complete. Full of
information in an easy-to-follow format, Melanie complied a program that is perfect for the
individual to develop a practice on their own or in a group. I am happy to add this guide to the
resources I recommend to my students and teachers.”―Jenni Maiwald Wendell, founder and
creator of Just Be Yoga LLC and The Luminary Farm“As physicians, we are deeply trained in the
scientific method and critical analytical thinking as we approach patients and clinical situations.
Practicing with Melanie Salvatore-August, I learned of deeper understandings in the realm of the
experiential and intuitive yoga practice, a more subtle yet powerful approach to healing, but one
that does not exclude our Western medical knowledge. In the pages of Yoga to Support
Immunity, Melanie teaches a deep wisdom of the body and life’s energies that we can each
understand and use for our growth and well-being.”―Dr. Dale Poppert, MS, MD, FACEP --This
text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorMelanie “Mel” Salvatore-August is a former
comedy writer, veteran yoga/meditation teacher, Reiki Master, mama of three and author
of Fierce Kindness, Be a Positive Force For Change; Kitchen Yoga: Simple Home Practices to
Transform Mind, Body & Life and upcoming 2021 release Yoga to Support Immunity: A Mind
Body Breathing Guide to Whole Health (Mango Publishing)Born in Pittsburgh PA of an Italian-
American family. Her voice is warm, inclusive, practical and filled with joy for life. With her early
years as a classically trained actor, comedy/theatre writer-producer and teacher, she creates
offerings that cultivate joy, personal growth and freedom elevating everyday challenges, humor
and spirit into one.She is the founder of the Fierce Kindness Organization, MelWell Classroom
and can join Mel daily on the acclaimed YogaWorks-at-Home platform. Learn more
at melaniesalvatoreaugust.com.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Praise for Yoga to support Immunity“This book is for anyone who wants to lovingly, persistently,
and mindfully step forward into their best life. While Yoga to Support Immunity is certainly a
powerful resource for wellness, recovery, and health, it is also a whole-life and spirit-awakening
that supports seekers to shine the light of their awareness into the nooks and crannies of daily
living. Melanie Salvatore-August irresistibly beckons you to make the practical real-life changes
that will nourish your body and soul.”—Rachel Scott, MSc, MFA, E-RYT 500, YACEP, author,
yoga teacher, and educational expert“Melanie Salvatore-August offers us a widening view of
what it means to be resilient and well by bolstering our immunity—physically, emotionally,
mentally, and spiritually. Her program in Yoga to Support Immunity brings the ancient healing art
of yoga to help us meet today’s complex challenges by supporting our own innate healing
powers and expanding our well-being.”—Jillian Pransky, author of Deep Listening: A Healing
Practice to Calm Your Body, Clear Your Mind, and Open Your Heart“At a time when strong
immune systems and optimal health are needed more than ever, along comes the clear and
compassionate voice of Melanie Salvatore-August in her newest book, Yoga to Support
Immunity. With simple, step-by-step instructions, the author leads her readers toward small, daily
choices which improve immune function and cultivate whole body health. A brilliantly designed
guide to vitality and resilience through yoga!”—Darnell Cox, MA, RYT, holistic nutritionist and
health coach“Yoga to Support Immunity is a meditative guide to ease chronic stress, calm the
nervous system, and heal the body. Melanie Salvatore-August offers a generous and grounded
approach to yoga at its best—a steady, reliable reinforcement for holistic health and vitality, body
and mind.”—Sarah Hays Coomer, NBC-HWC, NSCA-CPT, author of The Habit Trip, Physical
Disobedience, and Lightness of Body and Mind“A delightful guide for exploring the benefits of
yoga as a path to being healthy, whole, and complete. Full of information in an easy-to-follow
format, Melanie complied a program that is perfect for the individual to develop a practice on
their own or in a group. I am happy to add this guide to the resources I recommend to my
students and teachers.”—Jenni Maiwald Wendell, founder and creator of Just Be Yoga LLC and
The Luminary Farm“As physicians, we are deeply trained in the scientific method and critical
analytical thinking as we approach patients and clinical situations. Practicing with Melanie
Salvatore-August, I learned of deeper understandings in the realm of the experiential and
intuitive yoga practice, a more subtle yet powerful approach to healing, but one that does not
exclude our Western medical knowledge. In the pages of Yoga to Support Immunity, Melanie
teaches a deep wisdom of the body and life’s energies that we can each understand and use for
our growth and well-being.”—Dr. Dale Poppert, MS, MD, FACEPMind, Body, Breathing Guideto
Whole HealthAuthor Melanie Salvatore-AugustArtist Sebastian AlappatCoral GablesCopyright
© 2021 by Melanie Salvatore-August.Published by Yellow Pear Press, an imprint of Mango
Publishing, a division of Mango Publishing Group, Inc.Cover Design and Illustration: ©
Sebastian AlappatIllustrations: © Sebastian AlappatArt Direction: Morgane LeoniMango is an
active supporter of authors’ rights to free speech and artistic expression in their books. The
purpose of copyright is to encourage authors to produce exceptional works that enrich our



culture and our open society.Uploading or distributing photos, scans or any content from this
book without prior permission is theft of the author’s intellectual property. Please honor the
author’s work as you would your own. Thank you in advance for respecting our author’s
rights.For permission requests, please contact the publisher at:Mango Publishing Group2850 S
Douglas Road, 2nd FloorCoral Gables, FL 33134 USAinfo@mango.bzFor special orders,
quantity sales, course adoptions and corporate sales, please email the publisher at
sales@mango.bz. For trade and wholesale sales, please contact Ingram Publisher Services at
customer.service@ingramcontent.com or +1.800.509.4887.Yoga to Support Immunity: Mind,
Body, Breathing Guide to Whole HealthPrinted in the United States of AmericaLiability
Statement: Always consult a physician before you begin a new exercise or breathing regime. The
content in this book is to be of support only. It is not to replace medical supervision, advice, or
prescriptions. There are inherent risks in any new regime, and you are fully responsible for your
health and safety. The publisher and the author make no guarantees concerning the level of
success you may experience by following the advice and strategies contained in this book, and
you accept the risk that results will differ for each individual.To all of my teachers, especially
Mom, Dad, Rafael, Giovanni, Casciato, and Roman.I am forever grateful for every bit of youand
our precious time together.ContentsForewordIntroductionHow This Book Works Preparation for
Your Yoga PracticePart I: ClarityChapter 1: Awareness and Alignment Chapter 2: Asana for
Clarity Poses for ClarityTadasana/Mountain PoseSun Stretch SeriesUtkatasana/Thunderbolt or
Chair Pose Uttanasana/Standing Forward FoldVirabhadrasana 2/Warrior 2 Pose Balasana/
Child’s PoseAdho Mukha Shvanasana/Downward-Facing Dog Phalakasana/Plank PoseChapter
3: Pranayama for Clarity Supported Sukhasana/Cross-Legged Seat on a Lift Supported
Vajrasana/Kneeling Seat on a Lift Proper Upright Seat on a Chair Supine and ProneSupine with
Bent Knees Prone on the Belly Best Practices for Breathing Exercises Practices for ClaritySama
Vritti/Balanced 1:1 Ratio Breathing Full Complete Breaths/Belly or Diaphragmatic
Breathing Expansive Three-Part Diaphragmatic Breathing Ujjayi Pranayama/Victorious
BreathVisama Vritti Puraka/Uneven Inhale Breathing Surya Bhedana/Right Nostril Dominance
Breath Thymus Gland Tapping and OM Toning Gyana Mudra/Wisdom Hand Seal Clarity
Intention Setting Meditation Chapter 4: Sequences for Clarity # 1 Three-Minute Daily Essential
Mini Sequence (Standing Version) #2 Three-Minute Daily Essential Mini Sequence (Seated
Version) #3 Eight-Minute Clarity Practice Sequence #4 Clarity Breathing Sequence Clarity: “Only
one thing? Do this.”Part II: DetoxificationChapter 5: Clearing to Make Space Chapter 6: Asana
for Detoxification Poses for DetoxificationMalasana/Squat PosePrasarita Padottanasana/Wide
leg Forward Fold Parvritta Prasarita Padottanasana/Twisted Wide leg Forward
Fold Anjanayasana/Lunge PoseParvitta Anjanayasana/Twisted Lunge Pose Salabhasana/
Locust PoseVariation Salabhasana/Locust Pose Alternate Arm/Leg Lift Variation Salabhasana/
Locust Pose with a C-Clasp (Arms Behind Back) Dhanurasana/Bow PoseSetu Bandha/Bridge
PoseApanasana/Knees to Chest Detox Press Jathara Parivartanasana/Passive Supine
Twist Chapter 7: Pranayama and Meditation for Detoxification Practices for DetoxificationVisama



Vritti/Imbalanced Breath Exhale Focus Chandra Bhedana/Left Nostril Dominance
Breath Kapalabhati/Shining Skull Kriya (Medium Tempo) Simhasana Kriya/Lion’s Cleansing
Mudra Bakura Kriya/Trumpet or Pursed Lip Cleansing Kirtan Kriya/Singing MeditationChapter 8:
Sequences for Detoxification #1 Three-Minute Daily Essential Detox Sequence #2 Eight-Minute
Daily Essential + Detox Combination Sequence #3 Detoxification Practice Sequence #4
Detoxification Breathing Sequence Detoxification: “Only one thing? Do this.”Part III:
IntegrationChapter 9: Focus and Freedom for Integration Chapter 10: Asanas for
Integration Poses for FocusDandayamana Bharmanasana/Tabletop Alternate Arm and
Leg Garudasana/Eagle PoseUrdhva Garudasana/Soaring Eagle Pose Dandasana/Staff
PoseVirabhadrasana 3/Warrior 3 Pose Adho Mukha Vriksasana/Supported Handstand Ardha
Matsyendrasana/Seated Twist Pose Janu Shirshasana/Head-to-Knee PosePoses for
FreedomPurvottanasana/Reverse TabletopSupta Kapotanasana/Supine Pigeon, Thread the
Needle Paschimottanasana/Seated Forward FoldSupta Padangusthasana/Reclined Hand to
Foot (Strap to Foot) Baddha Halasana/Bound Plough Pose Poses for IntegrationSupta Baddha
Konasana/Reclined Bound Angle Viparita Karani/Legs Up the Wall or Waterfall Pose Shavasana/
Corpse PoseChapter 11: Pranayamas and Meditations for Integration Practices for Focus5:5:5:5
Sama Vritti/Box Breathing Anuloma Viloma and Nadi Shodhanam/Alternate Nostril
Breathing(without and with Breath Retentions) Trataka Kriya/Vision CleansingPractices for
FreedomBrahmari Pranayama/Bee Buzzing Breath Gardabha-Simha-Bhujanga-Bidala Kriya/
Donkey, Lion, Snake,and Cat Cleansing Hasya Kriya/Ha-Ha CleansingPractices for Whole-
Being Integration Shushumna Kriya/Joyful Mind (Unison Nostril) Breathing Sami Karana
Pranayama/Channels Coming Together Meditation Arohana Avarohana/Infinity
MeditationChapter 12: Sequences for Integration #1 Balancing Pranayama/Meditation
Integrated Sequence #2 Basic Restorative Integrated Sequence #3 Mild Illness Support
Integrated Sequence #4 Gentle Illness Recovery Integrated Sequence #5 Gentle Balanced
Integrated Sequence #6 Strength Vitality Integrated Sequence Chapter 13: Openings and
Closings Integration: “Only one thing? Do this.” ResourcesAcknowledgmentsAbout the
AuthorAbout the ArtistForewordThere are some people in this world whose presence expands
your own sense of self. These are the people who meet you at the heart, who validate you, who
speak with honesty and compassion, and who stand firmly yet humbly in their own light. Melanie
Salvatore-August is one of these people. She has always been a truly radiant being.I first met
Melanie when she was the manager of Yoga Works in NYC. These were in my early years of
teaching, before my husband and I opened the ISHTA Yoga studio in 2008. Mel and I would
often exchange words between my classes. They were kind words that always left me with a
sense of lightness, whether it was around the topic of yoga anatomy or what to order for lunch.
She conveyed a sense of confidence that was comforting and nonintimidating. I knew she lived a
life of meaning, and I admired it deeply.Now, over fifteen years later, I reflect on my relationship
with Melanie as a sort of sisterhood from afar. Although we currently live on opposite sides of the
country, there is an unspoken camaraderie between us that is genuine and unique, especially for



women who are in the same industry. As fellow lululemon ambassadors, Melanie and I have
always shared a common sense of purpose in the work we do as yoga teachers. She developed
her own organization, Fierce Kindness, through which she raised awareness of the harmful
effects of bullying that pervades our culture. I served on the board of Exhale to Inhale, a
nonprofit organization that provides the healing powers of yoga to survivors of domestic violence
and sexual assault. Regardless of where we were or what we were embarking on, we cheered
each other on from the sidelines. Even if I questioned my own place in the world, Melanie’s
generosity of spirit reminded me how much I mattered. I know that that generosity is a gift she
shares with everyone she comes in contact with.When Melanie approached me about doing a
benefit class for Exhale to Inhale in 2015, her vision was to bring together female teachers for a
common cause, accompanied by live music. We co-taught one of the most magical classes I
have ever offered, alongside Elena Brower. Witnessing Melanie in her purpose of sharing and
elevating others through yoga was an inspiration to me.Melanie is a true leader. She is a mother,
a wife, a teacher, and an author. She is a yogini. In this age of information, there are so many
different permutations of what yoga is. Those who truly live it are few and far between. I have had
the great honor of working with luminaries such as Deepak Chopra, Gabby Bernstein, and
Seane Corn, all of whom have mastered that art. I have also been blessed to learn daily from my
husband, yoga master Alan Finger. Living a modern life based on spiritual concepts might seem
like a contradiction, but I believe it is necessary for our sustainability. Melanie not only embodies
the wisdom of yoga, she disseminates it with friendliness and ease.In the ancient text, the
Bhagavad Gita, yoga is referred to as “a journey of the self, through the self, to the self.” At a time
in our world when we are experiencing a social, economic, and health crisis unlike anything we
have experienced in our lifetime, yoga is no longer a luxury. It is a necessity. The world is
desperate for true healing, and the only way it will happen is if we learn how to heal ourselves.
The practices that Melanie has unearthed in this book are profound because they are inherent
within each one of us. We don’t need to download an app or order any special equipment to
access them. We simply need to be reminded of our own innate power as a member of the
human species.The origin of the word health is related to the word “whole,” or a thing that is
complete in itself.1 When we integrate all aspects of our being, we are in a state of health. Our
modern Western society often mistakes yoga for a physical exercise or a belief system, when
actually it is a science of becoming whole. To dismiss the yogic benefits of breath, meditation,
mantra, and visualization is like celebrating only one color of the rainbow. What this book offers
is the entire spectrum of the yoga practice. It is targeted, practical, authentic, and poetic all at the
same time.We are on the threshold of a new era, where virtues such as inclusivity, justice,
empathy, and awareness are all being called upon for our global healing. However, we cannot
find those virtues “out there” if we cannot find them in here. Yoga to Support Immunity is a
practical guide to unlocking the seeds of potential that are latent within each one of us.
Regardless of your background, creed, or political preference, you deserve to feel whole. May
this book serve to create transformation on an individual level so that we realize true peace and



harmony as a collective.—Sarah Platt FingerFebruary 8, 2021Cofounder, ISHTA
Yoga1IntroductionYoga Is an Experience of Whole-Being HarmonyThe Sanskrit word yoga
translates to yoke or unify. Also synonymous with physical exercise, the asanas or yoga poses
are utilized to bring health, flexibility and focus. Postural practices can bring about an experience
of yoga. Yet it is only one of the ways to experience the state of yoga or unification of the whole
self.The earliest philosophy and practices to invoke yoga came out of the Indus Valley, an area
which roughly spans from northeast Afghanistan to northwest India, over five thousand years
ago. They were centered around directing the mind and breathing to create a realization of
wholeness and present-state absorption, or yoga. The physical asanas or poses we know now,
developed over the last five hundred years, or so are relatively new in the lineage of a yoga
practice. The postural yoga is Hatha Yoga; there are also Karma Yoga, the yoga of selfless
service; Bhakti Yoga, the yoga of devotion and spirit; Jnana Yoga, the yoga of wisdom and self-
realization; and Raja Yoga, the yoga of dissolving mental barriers. We utilize all of the forms of
yoga for whole health in this book.For me, yoga is a way of living, a guiding sense of loving
wholeness that directs my thoughts, actions, and my days into joyful presence. I have been
studying and practicing various aspects of yoga since I was an adolescent in the eighties, and I
have been teaching the practice full-time since 2006. Over the last fifteen years, I have taught
hundreds of people and had the honor of sharing and supporting their healing journey of yoga. I
am not a doctor, nor do I consider myself a master—I’m a busy mother of three, a dedicated
practitioner, and a regular person who has utilized yoga to help heal herself and support many
others. The tools I share are timeless, scientifically supported, and delivered in a practical way,
so that a busy, earnest person can integrate them.Immunity Is Resilience Against
DiseaseImmunity is when we have protection, resilience, and endurance to withstand an attack
and continue to thrive. In our physiology, it is the ability to fight viruses, recalibrate and balance
the microbiome, and assimilate important nutrients, as well as detoxify from environmental
predators and pollutants. Mentally and emotionally, it is our ability to discern what we need or
don’t need and to create peace within our everyday life.Yoga Creates Resilience and Directly
Supports Immune FunctionWhen we are experiencing a state of wholeness or yoga, our nervous
system moves into the parasympathetic response, or rest/digest state. This state of rest/digest
supports the longevity functions of digestion, hormone balance, and immunity. There are
numerous tools to access a state of yoga supporting the immune system, and I share many of
these throughout this book.Whole health immunity is based on the quality of our exercise,
breathing, stress levels, sleep, relationships, diet, and genetics. It is also based on what we
repeatedly do each day or our habits. This book of yoga practices addresses all of these areas
except diet, relationships, and genetics. Yet I have found that, when aligned in the above areas,
we naturally begin to choose more nourishing foods, as well as healthier relationships, to
support our life, and that supports us more gracefully in handling the cards we have been dealt,
meaning our genetics.Steadiness Is the Gateway to Yoga and ImmunityThe state of yoga comes
from systemic harmony and the ability to sit still without physical or mental discomfort. We do



asanas (poses) so the body is flexible, strong, and pain-free to remain in a quiet state for an
extended period of time. Asanas clear inflammation and dis-ease from the body. The body and
mind work together. If the mind is agitated, the body will have difficulty being still. If the body is in
pain, the mind will be agitated. Like waves on a lake, the water will be disturbed and murky
without visibility to the bottom. When our mind and body are quiet, just as the still lake water is
clear, we can see all the way into the depths of our experience. When aspects of us are
disjointed, we experience confusion, anxiety, depression, illness, and disease.Breathing Is the
Bridge Between the Body and the MindOur breath is a direct gateway to our power and whole-
being health. The higher mind and consciousness (which you may call essential self, soul, or
spirit) is the witness; the breath carries the information of the body’s and mind’s physical
experience back to the self. The breath and mind/body are reciprocal. When the breath is
smooth and long, the body and mind (where emotions are held) are at peace. When the breath
is short and jagged, the body and mind (emotions) are disturbed. The quality of our breath is the
most important factor in whole health and is one of the main areas of focus in this book.Yoga
Creates Whole-Being Harmony and Fights DiseaseThe practices of yoga bring the right and left
hands together in harmony (versus one hand cleaning while the other hand creates a mess).
When our heart is telling us one thing, our mind is pulling us in the opposite direction, and the
body has completely revolted; we suffer and experience dis-ease.The journey of yoga and whole
health is uniquely personal. For this reason, we start with the foundation of inquiries to create
personal clarity on what you are repeatedly desiring, thinking, feeling, and doing as a source of
energy and power. When we do practices based on this personal clarity, they are amplified and
more effective.Spinal health, circulation, digestion, elimination, inflammation reduction, and
hormone balance are our main focus areas for the asanas to support immune function. We will
breathe deeply through the nose, increasing production of nitric oxide, which is a health booster,
and de-stress our nervous system for resilience and healing. Utilizing the expansive muscles of
the breath, we will learn to reset the nervous system out of a chronic stress response and rewire
our system for deep calm and resilience. We will explore daily habits to eliminate those that drain
us and cultivate those that energize us, creating an easy consistency.There is no magic pill or
one-time effort. Immunity support and whole health are based on small, daily choices that create
a resilient vitality over time. Utilizing the yogic principles of abhyasa and vairagya, or the
balanced recipe of consistency and nonattachment, the accumulative effects can be life-
changing. With this book, create daily habits that you engage in with a sense of contentment and
ease. Keep going and don’t give up, while cultivating an “oh well” attitude to imperfections.
Release the goal or outcome while enjoying the journey of the practice. The flow of the journey
will be just right for you and will be your yoga.Start Where You Are, Use What You Have, and
Helpful Ways to Use This BookThese real healing practices are for real people. You have
everything you need to start this journey and create the next level of vitality. It only takes one
small shift in awareness to create a big healing change. Whether it is a shift in how you breathe,
how you move, or how you perceive your life, there will be benefit. It doesn’t matter if you have



lots of experience with these healing practices or none; just take a deep breath, accept whatever
gifts or challenges feel present, and keep going. The only thing that is needed is curiosity and a
desire to be supported right now. Don’t worry about tomorrow and don’t get stuck in the past—
just steadily keep going in the present, as the present moment is truly all we have and where the
healing occurs.These practices are meant to be layered and serve as entry points for you to be
supported in whatever healing focus you choose. The healing wisdom is inside you, and this
book is to support you to listen more deeply and to offer reminders of areas you may have
forgotten. Read and practice along with the book in a linear manner, which I recommend
especially if you are new to yoga—or, if you are already quite experienced with the practice, start
with the area of greatest support. I also recommend, if possible, that you follow along with the
audio recording of this book so you can be led in real time when practicing. If for whatever
reason that is not possible, consider downloading the individual tutorials for the main practices
in this book from my website melaniesalvatoreaugust.com.My whole life has led me to this
moment, and it is an honor to share these tools with you. I have learned along the way that
nothing is wasted, no time, experience, or effort. It is all a perfect strand of this beautiful tapestry
of awakening to love and wholeness.Fear drains us of our vitality, and love (both self-love and
universal love) will fuel our immunity and whole health. I support you in choosing love,
compassion, and patience when practicing these tools and allowing the practice to gently bless
you one breath at a time. There is unbound potential within this practice to bring us to whole-
being harmony or yoga; they have transformed my health and life, and I hope they bless yours as
well.How This Book WorksThere are three main sections (Parts I, II, and III), each containing
one practical conceptual chapter with inquiries for self-study to support you getting clearer on
what you need and why, other chapters with asanas (physical postures) and pranayamas
(breathing exercises and meditations), and one chapter with practice sequences to help you
move into action. Both the movement and the breathing chapters include helpful images, step by
step how-to instructions, detailed immunity benefits, effects, and essential tidbits to consider for
each exercise to boost enthusiasm, because when we understand the why, the what becomes
much easier.The breathing section can also include specific kriyas or cleansing techniques, a
mudra or energy seal, and focused awareness meditation to lead you into deep healing calm.
The sequence chapters also contain Three-Minute and Eight-Minute Sequences for effective
movement and breathing sessions that are easy to incorporate into your daily life. Chapter 12,
the final sequence chapter, includes longer practice sequences focused on mild illness support,
gentle illness recovery, and additional, vigorous practices focused on creating balance, strength
and vitality. Each sequence section also includes a resource of a kriya/pranayama practice to
support the deeper mind and body practice. This gives you a wide range of meal choices for
whatever the needs of the day and life call for.Each part closes with a summary section
highlighting the essential takeaway and an “Only one thing? Do this” tip to give you another entry
point if you feel you are low on time.The organization of the tools is inspired by the five winds of
prana or life force energy. In the yogic and Ayurvedic systems, the Pancha Vayus, or five pranic



winds, govern the functions of our body. The Five Pranas break down to the prana or energy of
nourishment, prana-vayu; the prana of apana, or detoxification and moving out byproduct; the
prana of assimilation or focus, utilizing or homing in on what is nourishing, which is called
samana; udana, the prana of outward movement; and finally vyana, the prana of circulation and
integration of the other four pranic winds for whole health radiance.I share with you here the
multidimensional exploration of how to create whole health by balancing these flows of energy.
What are you taking in? How are you eliminating what is no longer needed? What are you
actually absorbing and integrating that makes a difference? When these five pranic vayus are
balanced, we are resilient and radiant with whole health, and our immunity is strong.Each
practice here is shared to inspire you to create your own healing yoga practice that supports
you, whether in mild illness, in gentle recovery, or in maintaining already vibrant health. That
said, please be advised that these practices are not to replace important professional care for
serious illness, injury, or trauma. Any acute disease, or physical or mental health issues are to be
aided with supervised, expert care; the tools in this book, although helpful, are meant for the
average healthy person to create daily whole health practices based in the lineage of yoga, and
are reinforced by science.I hope that you integrate these simple, yet potent, tools into your life.
When you are in need of grounding, a boost in self-care, inspiration, and inner quiet, I hope that
just the right page opens to you and it supports your own inner listening to guide you back to
peace and whole health.Healing comes from within. We have the power to heal ourselves—no
one else can do it for us; it is truly an inside job. Yes, of course, our healing process can either be
supported or undermined by outside forces, yet the true aspect of healing is up to our own body,
connected to our deeper essential consciousness, being aligned within our daily actions.
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Helen L Kresich, “Let Yoga be Your Remedy to Health & Longevity. Many of us have heard that
yoga is good for our bodies and mind but how many of us really know “why” it is good for us.
Read this book and you will understand the many health benefits behind each yoga pose, yoga
sequence and breath techniques that enhance physical and mental wellness. When I began my
yoga practice 11 years ago, my overall health improved significantly: weight loss, heart health,
BMI, better vision, noticably less stress and could think more clearly; but I didn’t understand why
or how yoga was impacting my health. I wish I had this book back then becase it wasn’t until I
took a 200 hour yoga teacher training course that I learned about the powerful mechanisms of
yoga and its health benefits. In this book Melanie shares that knowledge; with her deep
understanding and passion for yoga coupled by her sincere desire to help others makes this
book a rare and special offering. Whether you are a beginner, advanced student or simply want
to learn more about the power of yoga as it relates to health, then Yoga To Support Immunity is
just for you!  It is a wonderful text and it will be used as a constant resource in my yoga practice.”

MARY E FORIERO, “I will use this book on the daily!. This book is easy to read and accessible
to anyone looking to integrate yoga into their daily routine. Melanie Salvatore - August gives you
clear and simple poses, breath practices and meditations that will not only support a clear and
peaceful mind but help you understand WHY these practices are nourishing to the mind and
body. I don't need to always jump on a yoga mat and practice 1 hour or more a day. I can wake
up or go to bed with a supportive 5 to 10 minute practice.... This will definitely be on my bedside
table!”

SGB, “Yoga that truly heals. I have always known that yoga was a great way to get some exercise
and stay flexible but I had no idea that certain practices could actually heal you on the inside as
well. Melanie Salvatore-August has completely opened my eyes to a whole new world and I am
so thankful for her. I use (and will continue to use) this book every day because of its easy to
follow directions and wonderfully clear drawings. I would recommend this book to anyone from a
total “yogi” to a yoga newcomer because this book can be incorporated into any lifestyle and
everyone will benefit from the teaches inside this fantastic read.”

Sarah E Ezrin, “This book is truly for everyone. Whether you have a long-time practice or you are
just starting out, "Yoga to Support Immunity" offers daily practices for you to be able to heal
yourself. Mel Salvatore-August's voice is loving, funny, and supportive. You really feel her with
every step of the way and as a busy mom, she understands that big changes start with small
steps. I especially love how each chapter ends with a "If you only take one thing away, it's this",
as I often try to remember every single detail and then instead forget most of what I read by the
end! Yoga is not just the poses, it's how we live our lives and Yoga to Support Immunity is a
whole-life approach to taking care of ourselves more deeply. Also, I'm obsessed with this



cover!!!!!”

Janet M. Sanchez, “This book encompasses the true practice of yoga. I find this book to be
masterful in covering all aspects of yoga: Breath work, Meditation, Body work. Melanie explains
how yoga can lead us to a better, more centered life. The book sets forth clear and practical
activities--how to do poses, how to modify them, and what benefits they have; how to practice
breath work and the purpose for each type of breathing. What I like most is the illustrations and
the explanations that accompany each pose or meditation posture. Instructions are so clear and
easy to follow. This book is special. It addresses the "whys" and "how to's" of yoga with
absolute clarity.”

Mellara Gold, “Extremely helpful book!. Melanie’s book is a wealth acknowledge, especially in a
world where Yoga might seem out of touch and not easily doable. This book delivers! As a yoga
teacher myself teaching for more than 20 years I will definitely be recommending this book to my
yoga students. The explanation’s and ‘how to’s’ of this ancient practice feels written for a modern
world. And the diagrams and examples are very helpful too! Well done.”

Ali, “Practical Magic. Yoga to Support Immunity is like both a clear roadmap and intimate
companion. It's clear that the practices and prompts, are a potent culmination of ancient wisdom
and practical life experience. I've found these prompts and practices not only simple to
integrate, but also noticeably impactful on my wellbeing. Thanks Mel for sharing your uniquely
charming, smart, and magical goodness with the world at such a necessary time!”

CFara, “Written from the heart.... A beautifully written book from the heart of an amazing
Teacher. As a Yoga Student, and as a Yoga Teacher, I highly recommend this book. It is a
valuable resource for both on and off the mat. After the strange year and half we've all shared,
this book serves as a wonderful eye opener to living a more mindful and loving way of life that
will serve you and your health. The instructions and explanations are simple and well laid out. If
you find yourself seeking calm and a desire to manage your nervous system, this is an excellent
resource.”

The book by Melanie Salvatore-August has a rating of 5 out of 4.9. 32 people have provided
feedback.
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